The author has carried out the analysis of dynamic-coupled automatic transmissions and regarded the prospects of their application and development. New design of continuously variable transmission based on differential hydra-mechanical gear train was developed and covered by RF patents No2298125 and No2347966. Principles of work performance for high-torque differential hydra-mechanical gear train based on interoperation equableness of moments opposing one another that are produced at the gear carrier owing to inner forces of differential stages as well as self-actuated pressure variation and hydraulic fluid consumption change when it comes through hydraulic pump and hydraulic actuator.
Mechanical losses are mainly those due to friction between the parts of the machine working body. These losses depend on the difference in fluid pressure acting on the parts of the working body and the rotation speed of these parts. The largest part of the total number of losses is accounted for the mechanical losses. So particular attention should be paid to their reduction 1, 2 .
Differential hydro-mechanical variator and principle of operation
Differential hydro-mechanical variator is a combination of two mechanisms, namely-the reduction gearing unit and the gear hydraulic machine. The ratios changes of the mechanical and hydraulic power flow occur by the variator operation as part of the vehicle transmission. The variator will have the lowest efficiency factor at setting off, as in this case it will operate as a hydrostatic transmission, in which there occur volumetric, hydraulic and mechanical losses. With the rotation speed of the variator (carrier) housing increase there happens the redistribution of power flow, and the loss ratio in the hydraulic power flow is reduced resulting in the increased overall efficiency of the variator, up to a value close to 100% at the variator rotation in self-latching mode (the machine operates as a shaft). Two parallel power flows shall be considered by determination of the overall variator efficiency.
Energy losses in the hydraulic power flow consist of the mechanical, hydraulic and volumetric losses. Almost all these losses are converted into heat causing the heating of the machine parts and the working fluid passing through its internal cavities 3, 4 . The mechanical efficiency value of the hydraulic machine can be expressed in terms of dimensionless variables: where Eu 2 -the criterion for Euler; à è btypical coefficients of hydraulic.
Volume losses can be divided into losses due to leakages of liquid from the cavities with higher pressure into the cavities with low pressure, and losses due to incomplete filling of the working chambers of the machine with fluid during the first phase of the working cycle. The value of volumetric efficiency can be expressed in terms of dimensionless variables: ... (7) од гд мд пд
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The parameters needed to determine the efficiency of hydraulic machines in the pump motor and hydraulic motor mode are summarized in Table  1 .
Parameter
The value of the parameter Table 1 . The parameters for the calculation of gear efficiency hydraulic Energy losses in the mechanical power flow can be considered as loss in the planetary gear mechanisms. In practice the planetary or differential transmissions are usually reduced by inverting to a simple transmission with fixed axes, assuming that the additional rotation, imparted to the entire mechanism in general, does not change anything in the moment as a result of transformation, and consequently, in the forces of friction operation 4 . It is necessary to distinguish between two cases: 1) the driving parts are the carrier and one of the central wheels; 2) both central wheels are driving, and the carrier is a slave one. In the first case, differential transmission efficiency shall be defined by the formula:
( ) η -transmission efficiency with fixed axles; k -equal to ±1 depending on whether the element 1 facing the transfer slave master; ω 1 -the angular velocity of rotation of the Central wheel 1; ω Í -angular velocity of rotation of the carrier H; ω 3 -the angular velocity of rotation of the Central wheel 3.
In the second case the resistance forces moment is applied to the carrier H and the efficiency is determined by the formula: .. (10) The reliable and, perhaps, the only correct way to determine the variator efficiency is to split it into separate elements, calculate their efficiency, and basing on this data to define the total efficiency of the variator [5] [6] [7] . The variator shown in the Figure 1 should be viewed as a series connection of two hydromechanical differential mechanisms. Herewith, the first hydro-mechanical differential mechanism, being at the same time a hydraulic pump, manifests power separation into two parallel streams. That means, it is necessary to consider the differential parallel connection of two mechanisms in order to determine the efficiency of the differential hydraulic pump: a hydraulic pump and a mechanical differential, which are the consumers of one and the same source of motive power Using formulas (7) and (10) Two parallel power flows are summed up on the differential hydraulic motor. It means that for determining the efficiency of differential hydraulic motor we should consider the parallel connection of two mechanisms, the hydraulic motor and the mechanical differential, which are the sources of motive power for energy supply of one user [6, 7] . 15) where ç 2ÃÌÄ -total efficiency of the differential hydraulic motor; N H2 -the power supplied for mechanical stream, kW; N ÃÌ -the power supplied by the hydraulic flow, kW; ç Í2 -efficiency mechanical stream; ç ÃÌ -efficient hydraulic flow.
Using formulas (8) and (9) it is possible to define the efficiency of differential hydro-motor The greatest influence on the variator efficiency is rendered by fluid pressure and gear ratios of the differential stage. These dependences are shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
CONCLUSION
Comparing to a prototype, infinitely variable adjustment of kinematic and power parameters is implemented at a total absence of any steering system thus reaching the simplicity of design.
The comparative economic analysis of product profiling of self-actuated gear boxes, beveled chain variators and toroid progressive transmissions produced by the modern automobile industry of different countries shows the high degree of design-engineering consistency of operations in relation to the existing level of geared transmissions and hydraulic machines manufacture, high extent of universalization, considerably less cost of materials and labor effort and, accordingly, lower cost of production.
In automobile industry high-torque differential hydra-mechanical gear trains used in the quality of automatic transmissions for automotive trucks makes the possible to work in the mode of equal powers when the external load varies within the whole range, what brings to optimal power use and, correspondingly, to the considerable diminishment of fuel consumption.
The attainable technical results provide for multifunctional use of the given invention in all fields of machine building.
